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Abstract—We present an analysis of the relative informati
content of cortical current source reconstructions from elec
encephalogram~EEG! and magnetoencephalogram~MEG! for-
ward calculations by examining the spatial filters that relate
internal sources with the externally measured electric poten
and magnetic fields. The forward spatial filters are seen to
low-pass functions of spatial frequency and spatial resolu
degrades in external measurements. Inverse spatial filters
be used to reconstruct cortical sources from external data,
since they are high-pass functions of spatial frequency, t
must be regularized to avoid instabilities caused by noise
higher spatial frequencies. The regularization process limits
spatial resolution of source reconstructions. EEG forward s
tial filters fall off at lower spatial frequencies than MEG filter
hence, there is less information available in higher spatial
quencies resulting in lower spatial resolution in inverse rec
structions. The tangential component of the magnetic field p
vides even higher spatial resolution than can be obtained u
the radial component. An accompanying article examines
surface Laplacian for both the EEG and the MEG. ©2001
Biomedical Engineering Society.@DOI: 10.1114/1.1352641#

Keywords—Magnetoencephalogram, Electroencephalogra
Inverse problem, Spatial resolution, Biomagnetism.

INTRODUCTION

The question of the relative information content
electroencephalogram~EEG! and magnetoencephalogra
~MEG! signals has interested many researchers.52 The
fundamental advantage of both the EEG and the M
over other functional imaging modalities that measu
blood flow changes and other vascular phenomena s
as positron emission tomography, single-photon emiss
computed tomography, and magnetic resonance ima
~MRI! is the increased temporal resolution—millisecon
versus seconds to minutes for these compet
techniques.46 Functional MRI images may be obtained
50 ms, but the longer time constant for blood diffusi
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further restricts the temporal resolution. In contrast,
EEG and MEG measure brain electrical activity direct

SPATIAL RESOLUTION

The question of the relative information contained
the MEG versus that of the EEG is one that must
answered if the additional cost of the MEG is to b
justified, and thus has been a subject of recent deb
One of the most important issues is that of spatial re
lution, or the accuracy with which cortical sources of t
EEG and MEG signals may be reconstructed. The deb
is confined to the case of superficial cortical sources t
are not oriented perpendicular to the head surface sinc
is well established that the EEG is more sensitive to d
cortical sources and to radial sources than the ME
Although numerous theoretical studies had shown t
the MEG could potentially boast an order of magnitu
improvement in spatial localizing power,12,13 a study us-
ing dipoles implanted in human patients claimed that
MEG provided relatively little improvement to the loca
ization of dipoles.11 Although that study was widely
criticized on the basis of outdated methodology,23,54 and
the majority of the literature supports the view that t
localizing power of the MEG is significantly greater tha
that of the EEG,4,33,34a few authors have since present
theoretical arguments that the spatial resolution of
MEG is comparable to that of the EEG.32,38

This article contributes to the EEG/MEG debate
representing the relationships between cortical curr
sources and external magnetic fields and electric po
tials as filters in the spatial frequency domain which a
easily visualized as Fourier transforms. Thus, the spa
filter formulation explicitly characterizes the effect of th
geometry and conductivity profile of the volume condu
tor model. Since the external fields and potentials
typically noisy, they are unstable upon inversion a
must be regularized. The spatial filter framework al
allows quantification of the degree of regularization ne
essary to achieve stable inverse solutions from no
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215Spatial Filtering Approach for EEG and MEG
measured data, and shows the effect of regularization
inverse stability and spatial resolution. Using the spa
filters for the EEG and MEG to evaluate their spat
resolution in a simple model will thus provide bas
insights into the fundamental similarities and differenc
between electric and magnetic forward and inverse pr
lems. For these reasons, spatial filters are a conven
basis for discussions of EEG/MEG spatial resolution.

The concept of spatial resolution is somewhat a
biguous since it is often used to refer to either the ac
racy with which a particular source is localized~localiz-
ing resolution! or the ability to distinguish the presenc
of multiple sources~imaging resolution!. These two
separate concepts of localizing resolution and imag
resolution are independent measures of spa
resolution.31,42,51 For inverse procedures that model cu
rent sources as single dipoles, imaging resolution
localizing resolution are synonymous since dipoles
defined at a single location and have no spatial exte9

Multiple-dipole and distributed source solutions, ho
ever, may have different imaging and localizing reso
tion, since both the location and size of the active reg
are estimated.21 Wikswo51 estimates that localizing reso
lution for MEG may be on the order of a few millime
ters, whereas imaging resolution is an order of mag
tude larger, several centimeters. While we will n
attempt to establish fundamental numerical limits
EEG or MEG spatial resolution, we can use the conc
of spatial filters to investigate the spatial resolution
inverse reconstructions from EEG and MEG data.

SPATIAL FILTERS

The volume conducting properties of the head a
the external magnetic field and the scalp elec
potential.10,17,18 The low conductivity of the skull tends
to reduce the electric potential. Both the potential a
magnetic field are also affected by the skull geome
Tan et al.,49 and several other authors14,27,30,43,47,50,53,56

have used a spatial filter approach to model exter
fields or potentials as modified, or filtered, versions
the internal sources. These researchers found that
ward spatial filters that describes the external measu
fields and potentials in terms of the internal sources
low-pass functions of spatial frequency. In other wor
external fields and potentials are smoothed and atte
ated versions of the internal sources. Thus, some de
of spatial information about the source is absent from
externally measured fields and potentials.

The analysis of Tanet al.49 describe the external mag
netic field B(r ) in terms of the internal current sourc
densityJ(r ) by means of the spatial filter

b~r ,u,kz!5gjb~r ,u,kz!j ~r ,u,kz!, ~1!
t

l

-

-
e

where lower-case characters indicate the one-dimensi
Fourier transforms of the corresponding upper-case qu
tities. We may represent the electric potentialF(r ) simi-
larly as

f~r ,u,kz!5gj f~r ,u,kz!j ~r ,u,kz!. ~2!

Equations~1! and ~2! express the source-measureme
relationship in the spatial frequency (kz) domain. The
functionsgj f(r ,u,kz) andgjb(r ,u,kz) are generally low-
pass functions of spatial frequency and are called f
ward spatial filter functions since they act on the sou
functions j (r ,u,kz) to produce the forward fields@Figs.
1~a!–1~e!#.

The inverse problem is to determine informatio
about the sources from externally measured data, i.e
estimateJ(r ) from measurements ofF(r ) or B(r ). Al-
though it is normally quite difficult to obtain closed-form
solutions for inverse problems in spatial coordinates,
spatial filter construct applied to a cylindrical model a
lows the inverse problem to be expressed simply in
spatial frequency domain. The source current density
reconstructed from the measured data by simply mu
plying Eqs.~1! and ~2! by the reciprocals of the forward
spatial filters

jb~r ,u,kz!5
1

gjb~r ,u,kz!
b~r ,u,kz!, ~3!

jf~r ,u,kz!5
1

gj f~r ,u,kz!
f~r ,u,kz!. ~4!

We can define new functions

gb j~r ,u,kz!5
1

gjb~r ,u,kz!
, ~5!

gf j~r ,u,kz!5
1

gj f~r ,u,kz!
, ~6!

that represent the inverse spatial filter functions. Th
inverse filters describe the relationship between the
ternally observed fields and reconstructed current den
sources and are generally high pass in nature since
are reciprocals of the forward spatial filters.

Measurement noise present in the externally recor
fields and potentials, as well as physiological noise fro
brain sources, may distort the inverse reconstruction;
high-pass inverse filters amplify noise. The inverse pro
lem is thus unstable and must be regularized. Regu
ization of inverse filters is accomplished in a straightfo
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216 BRADSHAW, WIJESINGHE, and WIKSWO
ward manner using windows in the spatial frequen
domain. We use the Tukey window39

w~kz ;kmax!5H 11cos
k

kmax
p

2

0

k,kmax

k.kmax

, ~7!

FIGURE 1. Forward and inverse calculations. The internal
current density „a… is Fourier transformed „b… and multiplied
by the forward spatial filter relating the current density to the
radial magnetic field at the scalp surface „c…. The product „d…
is inverse transformed to obtain the external radial magnetic
field calculated at the scalp surface „e…. To simulate a mea-
surement, noise is added to the external field „f… and the
signal is again Fourier transformed „g…. The transform is
multiplied with the inverse spatial filter „h… and windowed to
regularize the inversion using a Tukey window †inset in „h…‡.
The product „i… is inverse transformed to yield the source
current density „i… that has been reconstructed from noisy
external magnetic field data. The scale bars in „a… apply to all
panels. The calibration for the horizontal bar is 2 cm for the
z axis in the spatial domain in panels „a…, „e…, „f…, and „j…, and
0.016 mmÀ1 for the k axis in the spatial frequency domain for
panels „b…, „c…, „d…, „g…, „h…, and „i….
so that our inverse reconstructions, Eqs.~3! and ~4!,
become

jwindowed
b ~r ,u,kz!5w~kz ;kmax!g

b j~r ,u,kz!b~r ,u,kz!,
~8!

jwindowed
f ~r ,u,kz!5w~kz ;kmax!g

f j~r ,u,kz!f~r ,u,kz!.
~9!

These concepts are illustrated in Figs. 1~f!–1~j!.
In addition to inverse reconstructions, there is so

interest in continuation of the measured fields and pot
tials inward toward the brain sources.29,49 Inward con-
tinuation is accomplished by simply using a combinati
of two spatial filters.49 For instance, the potential atr
5r 1 is related to the potential atr 5r 2 by

f1~r 1 ,u,kz!5
gj f~r 1 ,u,kz!

gj f~r 2 ,u,kz!
f2~r 2 ,u,kz!. ~10!

As with inverse filters, the inward continuation process
a high-pass operation in the spatial frequency dom
and is subject to regularization.

Head Model

This spatial filtering construct is useful for a mod
study of the EEG and MEG since issues of source
calization and imaging resolution in inverse procedu
can be addressed graphically by examining the spa
filters under different conditions. Typically, volume con
ductor models of the head are spherical in shape.
previous analyses of Roth and Wikswo43 and Tanet al.49

used a multilayer cylindrical model for the head. Th
multilayer cylindrical model has the distinct advantage
mathematical tractability since the basis functions o
tained by direct solution of Laplace’s equation are Fo
rier transforms of a series of Bessel functions that can
expressed analytically in the spatial frequen
domain.24,50 For this reason, we modeled the cortex as
infinite cylinder encased by two cylindrical layers repr
senting skull and scalp~Fig. 2!. Clearly, this model will
not represent the actual geometry of the brain any m
accurately than spherical or infinite half-space mode
but as with those commonly accepted models, the f
damental insights into the source–measurement relat
ships outweigh inaccuracies from geometrical consid
ations. Srinivasanet al.47 presented a spatial filtering
analysis of the EEG with a spherical head model us
spherical harmonics as basis functions, and obtained
tial filters similar to ours. Differences from spheric
geometries might be more pronounced in tangential m
netic fields, which may be more influenced by geome
cal considerations than radial fields.
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217Spatial Filtering Approach for EEG and MEG
Several assumptions about model parameters are
essary. The radii of the cylinders are chosen to be c
sistent with earlier spherical models, as are the cond
tivity parameters.1,44 The parameter values used for th
model are listed in Table 1.15,19 Of course, the results
obtained will depend on the model parameters used h

FIGURE 2. Cylindrical model of the head. The inner cylinder
represents the cortex and is covered by two cylindrical lay-
ers representing skull and scalp. The conductivity ratio of
cortex:skull:scalp is 80:1:80. Model parameters are listed in
Table 1. Current sources are contained in an eccentric cyl-
inder of radius a representing the effective dendrite. Two
source configurations are studied: „a… two sources are
aligned along the z axis; and „b… two sources are parallel to
each other at the same radius and separated by a polar
angle u of 28°.

TABLE 1. Model parameter values.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

a 0.5 mma saxon 0.88/V mb

b 8.0 cmc scortex 0.45/V m
c 8.5 cm sskull 0.0058/V m
d 9.2 cm sscalp 0.45/V m

ur8z 7.2 cm

aFrom Ref. 15.
bFrom Ref. 19.
cParameters b, c, d, scortex , sskull , and sscalp are from Ref. 44.
-

-

,

so we will include a brief sensitivity analysis of thes
parameters in the Discussion.

Current Source Model

The EEG and MEG are primarily produced by th
flow of current in cortical dendrites.37 Source models for
the EEG and MEG typically represent the summed
tivity of a number of these dendrites by an effecti
dendritic source in the manner of Rall.40 The ‘‘effective
dendrite’’ in this work is contained in an infinitely long
cylinder of radiusa situated off center atr 5t in the
larger cylinder representing the cortex. The radius of
effective dendrite is chosen to give a cross-sectional a
of roughly 10mm2 for each of the 105 dendrites repre-
sented (a50.5 mm), and the conductivity is set a
0.88/V m.37,48 The current source in this model is thu
the intracellular current density in the effective axon th
results from graded membrane potentials.53 The 2 mm
spatial extent of the effective dendrite is modeled by
Gaussian wave form along thez direction describing the
source current density, specified by its amplitude, wid
and location. Each of these parameters can be evalu
on inversion to assess spatial resolution. The amplit
of the Gaussian wave form is set at 2.5mA/mm2, since
each dendrite in the effective source has a dip
strength of about 531025 nA m. The z width of the
Gaussian current density is set at 2 mm as sugge
earlier. To address issues of spatial resolution, we
two such sources in two different configurations,
shown in Fig. 2. First, we arrange the sources in
‘‘aligned’’ configuration by separating them along th
longitudinal axis of the cylinder, initially separated by
cm, illustrated in Fig. 2~a!. The second configuration is
‘‘parallel’’ arrangement where two source cylinders a
separated in the angular direction, initially by 28°@Fig.
2~b!#. The effect of varying the separation betwe
sources is also considered. Radially oriented sources
duce no external magnetic field, so only tangent
sources are included in this analysis. Other work in
cates that inclusion of nontangential orientations wo
degrade the performance of the MEG and enhance
of the EEG.38 In the aligned case, the sources are align
along their electric orientation, and in the parallel ca
they are aligned parallel to their electric orientation.

Forward and Inverse Solutions

We use the spatial filter analysis to compare the E
with both the radial MEG~the component normal to th
calculation surface! and the tangential MEG~the compo-
nent perpendicular to the cylindrical axis and tangen
to the calculation surface!. The magnetic fields and elec
tric potentials are sampled along thez axis at 128 points
separated by 1 mm increments for the aligned sourc
and along theu axis at 141 points separated byp/128
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FIGURE 3. Effect of stabilizing the inversion on spatial resolution. Lower values of window cutoff frequency result in lower
noise in the inversion „greater stability …, but also lower spatial resolution.
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rad ~1.4°! increments for the parallel sources. Since t
radial MEG is zero directly above the source, it w
calculated at the angle at which its amplitude was ma
mal (u511.5°).

In the initial calculation, random numbers simulatin
white measurement noise were added to the forw
fields and potentials. We later consider the effect
physiological brain noise, present in the source wa
form, that is concentrated at lower spatial frequenc
since it is subject to the same low-pass spatial filtering
the forward solutions. A level of 30% random noise w
added to the MEG signals and a level of 20% was u
for the EEG. The regularized inverse filters are appl
to the noisy forward signals to obtain the reconstructio
as shown in Fig. 1.

The stability of the inversion depends on two facto
the amount of noise present in the forward fields wh
is amplified by the inversion, and the amount of regul
ization applied to the inverse problem, i.e., the seve
of the windowing. We define the stability of an invers
reconstruction as the ratio of the standard deviation
the reconstruction without noise in the forward signals
the standard deviation of the reconstruction from
noisy fields and potentials and represent it byj:

j5
sJrec,noiseless

u f c

sJrec,noisy
u f c

, ~11!

wheres represents the standard deviations of the no
less and noisy reconstructed current densities. The s
dard deviations are evaluated at the same window cu
frequency, f c , i.e., for the same amount of regulariz
tion. The stability varies from a value of 0, which ind
cates that the noisy reconstruction has infinitely m
variance than the noiseless reconstruction and so
reconstruction is perfectly unstable, to a value of
which indicates that the variances of the noisy and no
less reconstructions at the same cutoff frequency
identical, and the noisy reconstruction is perfectly stab
The stability defined in this way is similar to the corr
lation coefficient between the noiseless and noisy inve
-
f

e

reconstructions, but is more explicitly related to th
signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!

j5
sJrec,noiseless

sJrec,noisy

5
sJrec,noiseless

AsJrec,noiseless

2 1snoise
2

5
1

A11
1

SNR

.

~12!

We can usej to examine the trade off between st
bility and spatial resolution. In Fig. 3, we note that
particular inverse solution with a low stability value (j
50.3) contains significant high spatial frequency info
mation (f c50.4 mm21) but suffers from a great deal o
noise. By decreasing the cutoff frequency to 0.22 mm21,
the stability increases toj50.99 and less noise is
present, but the two sources are clearly less distinct s
tially. Reconstructions using intermediate values of s
bility and cutoff frequency are also shown. As w
present inverse solutions, we shall require that the so
tions obtain a stability of at least 0.96, thus allowing f
a fair comparison of the two modalities of EEG an
MEG.

Localizing and Imaging Resolution

We apply this approach to evaluate both the localiz
and imaging resolution of the EEG and MEG. We d
termine the localizing resolution of the two distin
sources used here by examining the location of the
Gaussian peaks in the reconstructed current density.
imaging resolution is a measure of the distinctness of
two sources, and is related to the Gaussian widths of
two sources. In this regard, the rather conservative R
leigh criterion used in optics to distinguish two peaks
useful. The Rayleigh criterion states that two sources
resolved if the minimum of the valley between the tw
peaks is less than 0.81 times the maximum of the t
peaks.5 Tan et al.49 also used this criterion to evaluat
biomagnetic imaging resolution.
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219Spatial Filtering Approach for EEG and MEG
RESULTS

Volume Conductor Effects

Source Reconstructions.The potential and magnetic fiel
from the aligned sources are shown in Fig. 4~a! at the
surface of each model layer and for the MEGs in a
Sources reconstructed from these forward fields and
tentials with noise added were constrained to be sta
by using Tukey windows with cutoff frequencies chos
under the requirement that the stability parameter
greater than or equal to 0.96. The reconstructions
shown in Fig. 4~b! with the window cutoff frequencies
indicated. These data illustrate the effects of measu
ment distance from the source, conductivity of interve
ing layers, and the relative amount of regularization n
essary to keep the inverse reconstructions stable.

FIGURE 4. „a… Magnetic fields and potentials calculated at
the surfaces of the cylindrical layers of the cortex, skull, and
scalp, and the magnetic fields calculated in air 1 cm from the
scalp surface. „b… Inverse reconstructions with stability
Ì0.96 from the calculated fields shown in „a… for a source
that is 2 cm beneath the scalp.
-

-

Inverse Stability and Regularization.Figure 4~b! shows
source reconstructions under the requirement that the
bility be at least 0.96. More regularization is required
maintain a given stability and reject noise in the inver
solution for more superficial measurement locations.
the regularization cutoff is set at a low spatial frequen
the inverse solution will have a higher stability, but
higher frequencies are allowed in the reconstruction
increase the spatial resolution, the solutions are less
less stable. The effect of the skull is quite pronounced
the EEG signals, and a great deal of regularization~very
low cutoff spatial frequency! is required to maintain sta
bility. We can quantify these concepts further by plottin
the window cutoff frequency~amount of regularization!
required to maintain a stability greater than or equal
0.96 when reconstructing sources from fields and pot
tials as a function of distance from the source~Fig. 5!.
The skull layer has a tremendous adverse effect on
reconstructions from the EEG. Outside the skull lay
only very low spatial frequencies are allowed in the EE
inversions, whereas higher spatial frequencies are ad
ted in both radial and tangential MEG inversions, wi
the tangential MEG actually allowing slightly more sp
tial information into the inversion than the radial MEG
Since source resolution is directly related to the deg
of regularization, this graph suggests that inversions fr
the EEG outside the skull will offer lower spatial res
lutions than inversions from the MEG.

FIGURE 5. Window cutoff frequency required to produce a
reconstruction with a stability of at least 0.96 as a function of
measurement location. The window cutoff frequency is a
measure of the degree of regularization applied to the inver-
sion, as a low window cutoff frequency implies a high de-
gree of regularization, and vice versa. EEG must be tremen-
dously regularized, while inversions from MEG signals do
not require as much regularization. The tangential MEG re-
quires the least regularization and results in the highest spa-
tial resolution.
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220 BRADSHAW, WIJESINGHE, and WIKSWO
The results presented thus far are due to volume c
duction effects and are not directly related to particu
source parameters. Thus, similar results to those il
trated in Figs. 4 and 5 for the case of aligned sources
observed with the parallel source configuration. We w
now explicitly show the effects of volume conduction o
the spatial resolution of both the aligned and para
sources.

Spatial Resolution Effects

Source Localizing Resolution.Regularization of the in-
version implies the loss of spatial information at high
spatial frequencies. If the regularization process filt
out information at spatial frequencies that are too lo
the spatial resolution of the inversion may not be su
cient to distinguish two sources. Figure 6~a! shows the
localizing resolution for the aligned sources while F

FIGURE 6. Location of each source as a function of mea-
surement location for „a… the aligned sources and „b… the
parallel sources. Inversions from EEG calculated outside the
skull layer must be regularized to the extent that two
sources appear at one location. MEG inversions correctly
locate the sources from all measurement positions.
-

6~b! shows localization of the parallel sources. The ME
signals do not require as much regularization as the E
signals, and so they tend to locate each source accura
at all calculation points throughout the head model.
the other hand, the EEG outside the skull layer must
regularized to such an extent that the two sources
localized to the same position. This effect is seen
both aligned and parallel source configurations. The sk
introduces an additional low-pass operation on the E
signals~in addition to the low-pass operation caused
the decay of the signal with distance from the sourc!,
and thereby smooths and attenuates the EEG sign
Again we see that the effect of the skull layer is
reduce the spatial information contained in the EEG
much that regularization of the inversion destroys info
mation about source distinctness.

Source Imaging Resolution.While the location of the re-
constructed sources indicates the localizing resoluti
the imaging resolution is related to the width of th
reconstructed sources. As lower window cutoff freque
cies are required, less spatial frequency information
allowed into the inversion, and the reconstruction broa
ens, becoming less distinct@see Fig. 4~b!#. If two sources
are broadened severely, they may be unresolved.
degree to which two sources are resolved is tested by
Rayleigh criterion. Figures 7~a! and 7~b! show the
valley-to-peak ratio for source reconstructions from ea
modality plotted against distance from the source for
aligned and parallel source configurations, respectiv
Similar effects are observed for both source configu
tions. The EEG outside the skull layer does not meet
Rayleigh criterion, and the two sources are conside
unresolved. Both radial and tangential magnetic fields
adequately resolved at all calculated locations. T
graph implies that large source separations are neces
for the EEG to distinguish sources, whereas the MEG
able to distinguish sources that are separated by m
smaller distances. The tangential magnetic fields prov
for higher resolution than do the radial magnetic field
particularly for the parallel source configuration.

The results obtained in this work depend strongly
the model parameters used and the amount and typ
noise simulated. We can quantify this with a sensitiv
analysis. There are two ways to proceed. We can ca
late the effect of varying parameters on forward calcu
tions. This method will let us see directly how a partic
lar model affects the forward fields. An alternativ
method is to use the forward fields obtained with ‘‘typ
cal’’ model parameters to perform inversions in whic
model parameters are varied. This method more clos
resembles the potentially realistic situation in which
researcher might make incorrect model assumptions
an inverse analysis applied to actual data in which
precise parameters are unknown. Both types of analy
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221Spatial Filtering Approach for EEG and MEG
were performed by Bradshaw6 and will be summarized
here.

Sensitivity to Conductivity and Geometry

The conductivity and geometrical parameters used
the head model affect the spatial filters. We can exam
the effects of varying these parameters by determin
the changes they cause in the spatial filters. To quan
this, we determine the spatial resolution in terms of
maximum window cutoff frequency for stable reco
structed sources (j>0.96) while varying conductivity
and geometry parameters of the model. Figure 8 sh
the effect of varying parameters on inverse regularizat
for the scalp EEG, and the radial and tangential MEG
air 1 cm from the scalp surface. The conductivities of t
brain and scalp are varied from one tenth to ten tim
their nominal value while the skull conductivity is varie
over two ranges; one over one tenth to ten times
typical values and another over the same range as
cortex and scalp conductivities are varied. Figure 8~a!

FIGURE 7. Imaging resolution of the two sources defined by
the valley-to-peak ratio as a function of measurement loca-
tion for „a… aligned and „b… parallel source configurations.
EEG inverse solutions exceed the Rayleigh criterion and are
considered unresolved for calculations outside the skull
layer. MEG solutions are resolved for all calculation loca-
tions. Tangential MEG exhibits higher imaging resolution
than does the radial MEG.
e

shows that conductivity parameters affectonly EEG and
have very little effect on either radial or tangential MEG
Low values of cortical and scalp conductivity result
higher achievable spatial resolution for EEG while va
ues greatly above the nominal value of 0.45/V mm21

actually decreasethe amount of spatial information in
EEG reconstructions. This fact may seem somew
counterintuitive since one might expect that more co
ductive tissue would necessarily result in higher spa
resolution. However, it must be noted that the effect
low-conductivity layers is dependent on theratio in con-
ductivity between two layers rather than on the absol
conductivities. Thus, higher values of cortex and sc
conductivity are further away from the skull conducti
ity, and the spatial resolution decreases. For precisely
same reason, values for skull conductivity that are low
than typical also decrease the spatial resolution, as
pected. It is not surprising to note that the maximu
spatial resolution obtainable from EEG would occur
the skull conductivity exactly matched that of the cort
and scalp.

Changing the geometrical parameters of the mo
has similar effects on all three measurement modali
@Fig. 8~b!#, although the resolution from radial and ta
gential MEGs does not decrease as severely as the E
The effect on the magnetic signals is primarily a result
the increased source-measurement distance. For the E
the distance increase aggravates the effect of condu
ity discontinuities. Thus, while the EEG is affected b
both geometrical and conductivity factors, effects on t
MEGs are largely limited to geometrical consideration
These results are consistent with the study by H¨-
mäläinen and Sarvas,22 who showed minor MEG differ-
ences exist between spherical head models with
without realistic conductivities, but major differences e
ist between spherical head models and realistic geom
models.

Sensitivity to Noise Level

A measure of the degree to which noise affects
results obtained in this simulation is also desired. T
calculations in this work assumed spatially white me
surement noise with levels of 20% for the EEG, a
30% for the MEG. We can ascertain how the noise le
affects the spatial resolution of reconstructions by cal
lating the maximum window cutoff frequency allowe
for reconstructions with stability greater than 0.96 wh
varying the level of white noise. Figure 9 shows th
inverse resolution in terms of window cutoff frequenc
as the noise level increases. The maximum window c
off allowed in inverse reconstructions is smaller wi
increasing noise levels, as expected. Increased mea
ment noise levels are particularly a problem for the sc
EEG, while the radial and tangential MEG are not
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FIGURE 8. Window cutoff frequency, i.e., amount of regularization, required to achieve inverse stability of at least 0.96 as a
function of various model parameters. „a… Radial and tangential MEG calculations in air show little response to conductivity
variations whereas conductivity changes greatly influence the window cutoff frequency required for EEG inversions. „b… All
modalities are affected by geometrical changes.
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sensitive to an increased level of measurement no
Increased noise levels are amplified by the high-p
inverse spatial filters and more regularization is requi
to achieve stable source reconstructions. As a result,

FIGURE 9. Window cutoff frequency required for a recon-
struction stability of at least 0.96 as a function of the level of
measurement noise. As the additive white-noise level is in-
creased and the signal-to-noise ratio decreases, lower win-
dow cutoff frequencies are required to maintain inverse sta-
bility.
.

e

effect of increasing noise is to limit the spatial resoluti
in an inverse reconstruction. This calculation sugge
that increased measurement noise will not significan
degrade any advantages of MEG over EEG as far
spatial resolution is concerned.

In some cases, measurement noise is not spat
random and uniform, for example, when the ‘‘noise’’
in fact the spatially correlated background EEG28

‘‘Brain noise’’ will also affect the quality of inverse
reconstructions if it is amplified by high-pass inver
spatial filters. However, noise from physiological sourc
is subject to the same low-pass spatial filtering of t
volume conducting head as the EEG and MEG sign
Figure 10 shows the effects of independently increas
both brain noise and measurement noise on the wind
cutoff frequency required for stable (j>0.96) inversion.
If no measurement noise is present, the spatial resolu
from the EEG and both radial and tangential MEGs ha
an identical response to increasing brain noise, since
low-pass filtered by the layers of the head model in
same manner for all modalities. However, if any me
surement noise is present, a dramatic decrease in res
tion from the EEG is apparent with increasing bra
noise. The low-pass filtered brain noise simply adds
the measurement noise and reduces the amount of sp
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FIGURE 10. Window cutoff frequency required for a reconstruction stability of at least 0.96 as a function of increasing brain
noise from 0% to 40% of the maximum source current density and measurement noise from 0% to 40% of the EEG or MEG
signal amplitude. All modalities have identical response to brain noise when no measurement noise is present, but in the
presence of measurement noise, the EEG resolution is worse than that of comparable noise levels in the MEG.
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frequency information available to a stable inverse
construction. Once again, this effect is more pronoun
for the EEG than for the radial or tangential MEG.

DISCUSSION

The spatial filtering construct allows us to direct
visualize several important effects present in the estim
tion of cortical current sources from external magne
fields and potentials. The external fields are smoot
and attenuated representations of the internal cur
density. The most noticeable effect is that of the m
surement distance from the source. Measurements ta
from greater distances have smaller amplitudes and c
tain less spatial information. The presence of the lo
conductivity skull layer additionally decreases the sig
amplitude and spatial information contained in the EE
signals, but has little effect on the magnetic fields. On
the effect of the skull on the potential is realized, ve
little signal loss occurs in the EEG throughout the sc
layer. The MEG amplitude, on the other hand, continu
t

n
-

to fall off as measurement distance is increased.
cently, Kuc noted that reducing the separation betwe
the magnetometer and the source resulted in a hig
signal-to-noise ratio than reducing the noise level by
same factor.26 This result is consistent with the finding
of an earlier spatial filtering analysis.42 The calculations
in this work suggest that significant advantages o
EEG are only realized if the measurement distance
kept sufficiently small. The scalp–magnetometer sepa
tion needed to provide imaging resolution~of two
sources separated by 1 cm! equal to scalp EEG is show
in Fig. 11 for both radial and tangential MEG as
function of source depth below the skull. The rad
MEG provides the same resolution as scalp EEG for
detector located roughly 1 cm from the surface of t
scalp as long as the sources are not deeper than abou
cm in the cortex. For source depths beyond 2.5 cm,
radial MEG sensor must be placed progressively clo
to the scalp to achieve the same resolution as scalp E
The tangential MEG provides resolution equal to sc
EEG with scalp–detector distances of 3 cm, and exhib
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a similar degradation in resolution with source dep
beyond 2.5 cm below the cortical surface.

Previous work indicates that intervening layers w
conductivity discontinuities should not affect the extern
radial MEG outside an axially symmetric volum
conductor,20,45 but some effect might be seen in tange
tial MEG signals. In this study, neither the radial n
tangential MEG reflected any significant contributio
from model layers owing primarily to the high degree
symmetry afforded by the cylindrical model. Presum
ably, the results could differ significantly in realist
head geometries where volume conduction effects m
be more pronounced on external magnetic fields,
though the work of Ha¨mäläinen and colleagues sugges
otherwise.22 Also, our model is restricted to the consid
eration of sources tangential to the surface of the he
and deviations from tangential orientation of sourc
would be expected to degrade the MEG performanc38

although we note that cortical sources detected by M
or EEG are largely believed to be tangential
orientation.55 These questions may be addressed in fut
work.

Our work shows that the tangential field amplitud
are as much as four times greater than the radial fi
amplitudes, and thus, the SNR of the tangential ME
may be higher than that of the radial MEG. The tange
tial MEG therefore contains more spatial informatio

FIGURE 11. Detector distance from the scalp at which the
resolution from radial and tangential MEG source recon-
structions is equivalent to scalp EEG source reconstructions
is plotted as a function of source depth in the cortex. For
these model parameters, and two sources separated by 1
cm, radial MEG provides the same resolution as scalp EEG
at detector distances of roughly 1 cm unless the source is
deeper than 2.5 cm in the cortex. For source depths below
2.5 cm, the radial MEG must be measured progressively
closer to the scalp to achieve the same resolution as the
EEG. The tangential MEG behaves similarly, but larger de-
tector distances are allowed since the signal amplitude is
larger.
t

,

than does the radial MEG at a given measurement lo
tion. Tangential magnetic fields have been recorded
the study of magnetocardiogram~MCG!,3,25,35,41but their
general usefulness and relation to the radial magn
fields have not been demonstrated. One important adv
tage of tangential recordings over radial measurement
dipole localization is the fact that tangential magne
fields have peaks directly above the dipoles, wher
peaks in the radial signal are laterally displaced from
actual dipole location. The results did not differ when t
separation of the two sources was not along their elec
orientation. The parallel source configuration is subj
to the same spatial filtering as are the aligned sourc
Thus, the only noted effect of changing the orientation
the separation was to improve the imaging resolution
the tangential MEG~Fig. 7!.

Framing the forward and inverse problems of ME
and EEG in terms of spatial filters also clarifies t
difference between localizing and imaging resolutio
Consider a one-dimensional example with a sin
1-mm-wide current source located along thex axis atx
50 mm that extends from x520.5 mm to x
510.5 mm. If the measurement domain is sufficien
large ~say, x5210 mm tox5110 mm), the spatial in-
formation about the source’s location in the measurem
domain is contained primarily at a spatial frequency th
corresponds to the distance between the edge of the m
surement and the location of the source, orf loc

51/10 mm21 in our example. The spatial extent of th
source, or the image of the source, is associated pri
rily with a spatial frequency off image51/1 mm21. Thus,
the imaging resolution is determined by the amount
information contained at higher spatial frequencies th
the localizing resolution. Since the intervening layers b
tween the source and the measurement are effecti
low-pass filters, they will tend to filter out the highe
spatial frequencies, and thus, typically, imaging reso
tion is lower than localizing resolution. If more than on
source is present, reduction in the imaging resolution
regularization will ‘‘blur’’ the sources, as we hav
shown in this work. Eventually, regularization can r
duce the imaging resolution to such an extent that
sources are blurred together and appear as one sou

Inverse reconstructions from the MEG were bet
resolved than were reconstructions from the EEG, w
tangential MEG reconstructions the most accurate. Ta
2 shows 3 dB points for the low-pass forward filte
~which are also 3 dB points for the high-pass inver
filters!. Since the forward filters for the MEG do not fa
off at spatial frequencies as low as with the EEG, t
MEG inverse filters require less regularization at lo
spatial frequencies and are able to retain more spa
information. This type of spatial filtering analysis cou
be applied to other bioelectric phenomena where volu
conduction is important, as is the case with gastroint
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225Spatial Filtering Approach for EEG and MEG
tinal activity. Low-conductivity layers between ga
trointestinal sources and the abdominal wall severely
tenuate cutaneous potentials, but leave magnetic fi
relatively unaffected.8

This analysis simulated magnetic field detecto
whereas most common biomagnetometer systems a
ally measure field gradients. Likewise, the potential c
culations in this work are referred to a distant po
where the potential is zero. In actual practice, the re
ence electrode is a major concern in EEG measurem
as is the choice of a particular gradiometric arrangem
for proper elimination of signal artifacts.16 Though we do
not attempt to address these specific problems in
work, we deal with the issue of the surface Laplacia
which is effectively a second spatial derivative of t
EEG or MEG signals, in the companion paper.7

Our sensitivity analysis showed that varying geome
cal parameters affected both the EEG and the M
whereas varying conductivity parameters affected o
the EEG. Also, increased noise level~or, equivalently,
decreased SNR! significantly affects the ability of the
inverse procedure to provide accurate reconstructio
Random noise appears to affect the EEG more than
MEG since it is amplified by the high-pass inverse filte
and must be regularized, thus reducing the spatial re
lution. Background brain noise that is spatially correlat
can also dramatically decrease the maximum achiev
spatial resolution in inverse reconstructions, particula
when measurement noise is also present.

Although this analysis suggests that under the con
tions specified, the spatial resolution of the MEG is the
retically superior to that of the EEG for superficial ta
gential cortical current sources and state-of-the-
magnetometers, several authors have suggested tha
vanced signal processing techniques such as the su
Laplacian operation may significantly improve the EE
spatial resolution.2,30,36 We present a similar compariso
of the MEG and EEG surface Laplacians in the acco
panying paper.7
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TABLE 2. 3 dB roll-off points for EEG and MEG forward and
inverse filters †„mV or pT …Õ„mAÕmm2

…‡.

Signal 3 dB point

MEG, radial 0.0625
MEG, tangential 0.0703

EEG 0.0234
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